EU vaccination decision - death knell for British farming

“The refusal by the European Union's politically-slanted Standing Veterinary Commission (SVC) to give Britain permission for emergency vaccination has sounded the death-knell for livestock farming in Britain", says Dr Richard North, Agriculture Research Director for the EDD Group 

"Complete vaccination of the entire national cattle herd was the only chance we had of containing the disease", he says, adding: “The epidemic is now set for an explosive tertiary phase, compared with which recent events will seem a mere dress rehearsal. With 12 million vulnerable cattle about to be turned out to grass, we can expect the disease, at the moment largely confined to sheep, to rip through the stock like wildfire. Blair will need the whole army to deal with the carcasses. "Britain will become a giant animal mortuary; the only crop will be burial mounds. 

"The 180,000 dose limit, for cull cattle in areas where infection has already been detected, is a drop in the ocean. It is far too little, far too late". North dismisses the restricted permission as a "cynical manoeuvre". 

"The whole of mainland Europe is awash with surplus meat after the BSE scare in Germany, France and Italy. In the beef sector alone, there is a 27 percent Europe-wide surplus. Foot and Mouth Disease in Britain is a Blessing in disguise for continental producers” 

North comments: "Europe has cynically exploited its power to open up the UK as a dumping ground for beef which its own consumers did not want to eat". "In plain man's language, Britain has been well and truly shafted by ruthless competitors, masquerading as 'partners’. Never has the folly of our EU membership been so cruelly and transparently exposed". 

North concludes: "We are deluding ourselves if we believe Europe has anything to offer us in this current crisis other than blatant self interest. We should now go it alone" 

Contacts: 
Dr North: 0860 - 951 054

END********************

COMMENT:

It is interesting to note that at the beginning of this week Tiny Blur was adamant that vaccine would NOT be used to control this outbreak and the needless slaughter continued apace.

The policy of NOT checking MOST of the animals slaughtered came into being last week together with the systematic burial of animals/evidence under the control of the army.

Tiny Blur then announced to Parliament that vaccination was being considered, yet the slaughter of uninfected animals continued helter skelter and the evidence continued to be burried.

Even now animals are being slaughtered as we come upto the 30th., still the evidence is being buried.

The EU granted permission for 180,000 doses of vaccine to be used yet the killing and burial of evidence goes on.

One is forced to ask is this a classic example of stalling for time?

Permit me to hypothesise based on the KNOWN facts:

Has the Government KNOWN about this outbreak for several months – the fact that they were actively sourcing burn timber as long ago as November would lead one to believe this.

Are the animals being burned and buried whether infection positive or not because they carry the evidence that THEY HAVE HAD F&M and recovered in many instances?

Accepting this IS Pan Asian Type ‘O’ which has been publicly confirmed **since** I first published that fact [together with details of timber suppliers contacted] – is this as I postulated way back then a laboratory strain of Pan Asian Type ‘O’?

Has the Government been stalling because although there was a generic vaccine for Pan Asian Type ‘O’ it was ineffectual against the lab. Strain created [ineffectual NOT ineffective].

By stalling over this protracted period at last they have made the vaccine that seems to be working – so far 180,000 doses. We can expect from the time they start using these doses in Devon and Cumbria, as planned, there will be more stalling until further supplies are available and then a further release of probably 250,000 doses will be made, by which time they will be in full time production and shortly after the decision will be made to extend the vaccination to the balance of the herd left.

The Government has been saying that slaughter is being undertaken to maintain Britain’s F&M free status – this of course is palpable pig swill and as plausible as claiming that a specific Chinese restaurant was responsible for the outbreak. How the hell would they know? The outbreak was ages ago, the pigs had eaten the swill yet they claim to be able to identify the specific item and source – do you believe in fairies? [Agriculture Minister not withstanding].

OK they have wheeled out evidence that customs are grossly incompetent by showing suitcases of meat – we knew that from the availability of drugs and the lorry loads of immigrants!! What have random strokes of luck, when they manage to catch someone with meat, to do with F&M – Britain LEGALLY imports meat from 18 Countries with F&M as a spin off of the misfortune of being members of the EU and the ridiculous CAP [Common Agricultural Policy].

Restoration of Britain’s F&M free status will be delayed by a slaughter policy!

The fastest way for Britain to return to the F&M free meat export market is to introduce MASS vaccination of the entire farm livestock of Britain. This would put us back, F&M free, a year from completion with our herds and breeding stocks intact. A slaughter policy could lead to the killing of over 20,000,000 animals and the F&M free status taking OVER a year to regain.

IF we kill every animal in Britain next week we would be F&M free in 6 months – the length of time that F&M virus can survive on the land under ideal circumstances. This would not be too helpful for Britain as we would have NO animals to export!! The more animals we kill the longer it will take to obtain F&M free status NOT TO MENTION how long it will take to rebuild breed stock adequately TO export!!

Meanwhile our enemies in the EU posing, as ever, as partners and friends will be laughing all the way to the bank; as they capture OUR export markets and export their surplus meat to Britain to make up our shortfall on the plates of our peoples.

It is and has been my absolute conviction that The British Government has been and is lying, on almost every aspect of F&M not to mention the long term aims of the European Union with regard to Britain.

You will appreciate that this is only my hypothesis however it as hypothesis based on wide investigation and a great deal of fact backed by more than coincidental events.

Greg Lance – Watkins
Greg@GlanceBack.Demon.co.UK
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